On-surface chemical reaction has become a very powerful technique to conjugate small precursor molecules and several reactions have been proposed with the aim to fabricate functional nanostructures on surfaces. Here we present an unforeseen adsorption mode of 9,10bis((trimethylsilyl)ethynyl)anthracene on a Cu(111)surface and the resulting one-shot desilylative homo-coupling of of the adsorbate by annealing at 400 K. With a combination of high-resolution atomic force microscopy and density functional theory calculations, we found that the triple bonds and silicon atoms of the monomer chemically interact with the copper surface. After the oligomerization, we discovered that the anthracene units are linked to each other via buta-1,3-diynediyl fragments while keeping the surface clean. Furthermore, the force measurement revealed the chemical nature at the center of anthracene unit.
Since the first systematic nano-architecture via covalent bonding of bromo-substituted porphyrin, 1 the investigation of on-surface chemical reactions has attracted tremendous research interest. By synthesizing appropriate precursor molecules in solution and subsequently linking them to each other on surfaces, functionalized nano-carbon materials can be fabricated in a bottom-up manner. [2] [3] [4] Such conjugated molecular wires and ribbons have been used for the electronic 5, 6 and mechanical measurements 7, 8 as well as the study of electroluminescence. 9 Exploring on-surface chemical reactions is of central importance to realize a large variety of conjugation schemata on different substrates at different temperatures. 10 Among them, the most common reaction is the Ullmann type reaction, where several hydrogen atoms in precursor molecules are substituted by halogen atoms (X=Br, I) and annealing them on noble metal surfaces results in cleavage of the C-X bonds. Depending on the substrate, the precursor molecules form either first organometallic intermediates 11 or directly carbon-carbon conjugations. 1 The cleaved halogen atoms usually remain on the surface and may affect the reaction. 12 By increasing the substrate annealing temperature, these sub-products of the reaction can be also desorbed from the surface. Thus, this approach has developed as a reliable method if the synthesized nanostructures are thermally stable, such as graphene nanoribbons. 2, 3 In contrast, Glaser-type reactions, such as the traditional acetylenic coupling, 13 can be completed at lower temperature (typically 400 K).
In these reactions a non-aromatic group connected to the acetylene unit is cleaved from two monomer units, then forming a oligomer or polymer connected via triple-single-triple carbon bond. Gao et al., demonstrated this reaction on a surface and formed 1,3-butadiynediyllinked polymers of a 1,4-di(phenylethynyl)benzene π system. 14 Very recently, they further discovered that the terminal ethyne could be produced by desilylation with carboxylic acid on Ag(111) and Au(111) at room temperature and subsequently the synthesized products were linked to each other by on-surface Glaser coupling at high temperature in a two-step reaction. 15
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has become an important technique in the field of onsurface chemistry, since the functionalized tip with a small carbon monoxide (CO) molecule allows us to observe the inner structures of molecules on surfaces. 16 This direct observation has been used to study single 17-19 and self-assembled molecules 20-23 as well as products in on-surface chemical reactions. 24-27 Furthermore, compounds were successfully synthesized by tip-induced dehydrogenation or dehalogenation and were characterized with AFM. 28-30 3 Therefore, AFM is an appropriate tool to investigate on-surface reactions and their reactants and products on surfaces via direct and real-space observation.
Here, we present the revealed geometry of adsorbed 9,10-bis((trimethylsilyl)ethynyl)anthracene (TMSEA) on a Cu(111) surface showing unconventional chemical interaction of the triple bond and Si atom, accompanied by change of binding of a methyl group. From this precursor we performed Glaser type one-shot homo-coupling using trimethylsilyl (TMS) groups by annealing at 400 K. We found that the desilylation of the adsorbed TMSEA was caused on Cu(111) just by moderate annealing, leading to 9,10-di(ethynyl)anthracene oligomeric chains. Since the dissociated TMS group is highly volatile at the reaction temperature, no significant contamination was seen. Structures of the precursor and its product were analyzed with a combination of high-resolution scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and AFM as well as the density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Furthermore, the chemical nature of anthracene derivative was investigated by force measurements.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As-Deposited on Cu(111). Figure 1a shows the chemical structure of TMSEA, in which anthracene is substituted with a pair of TMS groups at 9 and 10 positions. TMSEA was deposited on a clean Cu(111) surface kept at room temperature. At low coverage, isolated molecules were observed at low temperature. In each molecule, two bright spots appear ( Figure 1b ), and by checking the relative position, we found that the molecule adsorbs at three different orientations, indicated by bars with different colours. By increasing the coverage, the molecule condenses into one-dimensional structures with the bright spots facing each other ( Figure S1 ), in agreement with the recent study on Ag(111) and Au(111). 15 In order to investigate the inner structure of a single TMSEA, we employed AFM with a CO functionalized tip. candidates for such the three-dimensional structure, thus one or two C-H bonds would point out from the surface with the CO· · · HC interaction responsible for the imaging contrast. 31 This is further supported by DFT calculations of the adsorbed molecular structure (Figure 1g) , where a configuration with four methyl groups binding to the silicon atoms situated close to the surface and two other methyls bound pointing upwards is the most favourable configuration ( Figure S2 ). To form this adsorbed configuration, the triple bonds of TMSEA 5 react with Cu surface and transform themselves to double bonds with C15 and C16 being considerably lower than other carbon atoms -2Å above the surface. The silicon atoms that lose one of the methyl groups also chemically interact with the surface and its height is lowered to 2.2Å above the surface. Consequently, the dissociated methyl group connects to the adjacent carbon (C17 and C18), inducing two bright spots with a gap of 750 pm as observed in both the experiment and DFT calculations. Therefore, TMSEA deposited on Cu(111) is no longer intact due to the high reactivity.
When the tip approaches closer to the surface, an additional two pairs of bright contrast appear at both termini ( Figure 1d ), with two short lines visible, which most probably relates to two C-H bonds in the top-most methyl groups, 32 but it can be also connected with hydrogens of the lower-laying methyl groups. Note that during our DFT simulations we observed that rotation of hydrogens in the top-most methyl group by 30 degrees (Figure 1g ) has a minimal energy cost. Therefore we assume that the top most hydrogens can partially rotate during the scan, but this cannot be captured in our static AFM simulations. Hence, we scanned through several possibilities ( Figure S3 ) to find the best agreement with experiment for this case. Also note that the agreement in distance between AFM image features in experiment and theory was much better for this molecular configuration than the others considered ( Figure S3 ).
The anthracene backbone becomes visible when the tip is set even closer to the molecule ( Figure 1e ). Since both ends appear first in the constant height image, the anthrylene seems to be bent on Cu(111), as seen in the simulations (Figure 1g ). When the benzene rings are resolved, the nature of the image (Figure 1f ) implies that the TMS moieties are already highly distorted due to the deflection of the CO tip, but the stability of the adsorbed molecule is clear evidence that the molecule is adsorbed mainly by the π electron of the anthracene unit ( Figure S4 ) and the flexible 2,3,3-trimethyl-3-silapropenylene moiety is highly bent (Figure 1g ). The weak standing wave pattern with a center of the adsorbed molecule also indicates that the molecule adsorbed on the Cu(111) with a relatively strong bonding ( Figure S5 ).
On-Surface Reaction and Its Product.
After the system had been annealed at 400 K, the surface was scanned again at low temperature. While isolated single molecules are no longer visible in the STM topography ( Figure 2a ), one-dimensional structures appear, suggesting that an on-surface chemical reaction took place. In contrast to the STM topography of the precursor, the anthracene unit is clearly visible and between units, one bright spot appears. Thus, the silyl groups seem to dissociate completely (inset of Figure 2a ). Figure 2b shows an AFM image taken in the area In order to investigate the structures in detail, a closer image was taken (Figure 2c ), and the corresponding Laplace filtered image to enhance the bond features is shown in Figure 2d .
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In between the anthracene units, two bright spots can be seen, while the corresponding STM image shows only one bright spot (inset of Figure 2a ). Since the positions are not in line perfectly, a certain flexibility exists. It is known that the triple bond appears as a large spot due to the greater total charge density where the CO tip deflects significantly. 21, 24, 33 In the precursor molecule, the anthracene backbone is connected to two sets of TMS via the acetylene moiety, thus it is conclusive that two bright spots (marked by green arrows in Fig We also observed a pentagonal ring when the angle of the adjacent molecules is not parallel ( Figure S6 ). It relates to the fact that 1,3-butadiynediyl fragment is thermally reactive on noble metal surfaces 24,25 and consequently reacts with the anthracene units. Figure 2 ). Pentacene, a longer polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon, has similar features in its adsorption geometry, but all six-membered rings appear almost the same in the constant height AFM image. 16, 35 To investigate the mechanism of the contrast in detail, a series of Z-distance dependent curves of the frequency shift were taken along the longitudinal axis of the anthracene unit as indicated by I-II in Figure 5a . Figure 5b shows the represented two-dimensional frequency shift map. Approaching to the molecule, the negative frequency shift was first caused by the van der Waals interaction between tip and molecule. While the frequency shift is still negative at the center of the molecule (Z=100 pm), 35 the repulsive interaction becomes dominant at the termini, leading to a positive frequency shift. By taking the turning point of the Z-distance v.s. frequency shift curve, we measured the corrugation of the molecule as indicated with the white line. Since the contrast of the bond is strongly affected by the 9 tilt of the CO molecule on the tip, we compare the Z distance only at the center of benzene rings as indicated by arrows and found that this method predicts that the central ring of anthracene adsorbs to the surface closer than the external rings by about 23 pm. This value is in the same range as one for pentacene on Cu(111). 35 Calculations of the adsorption geometry of the oligomer on copper show that the adsorption height differences between the central and external rings are of the order of 10 pm, but this can be either closer or further from the surface depending on the specific adsorption geometry (there are variations in the anthracene units across the simulation system as shown in Figure 3 and also shown in Figure 2 ). If we focus on an anthracene unit with minimal tilt, as indicated by Figure 5a , so that termini appear equivalent, then the difference in adsorption height is less than 5 pm according to DFT calculations, and the difference in contrast is unlikely to be purely due to physical topography.
Next, the measured force was extracted from the frequency map (Figure 5c ) after testing a recently proposed criteria for a reliability of force extraction. 36, 37 We found that the magnitude of the most attractive force at the center benzene is about 30 % greater than the others, which cannot be explained only by the local modulation of van der Waals interaction between tip and molecule (estimated about 20 % from simulations). Since we have established that the rings are effectively at the same height, this reflects a difference in the measured electrostatic and/or chemical interaction. Figure 3e suggests a source of this difference, where we see that the electrostatic potential (represented by effective charges) are significantly different around the central ring, demonstrating a concentration of positive charge as a result of the formation of the oligomer. This is present even for an isolated oligomer system (see Figure S7) , with minor changes caused by the charge transfer processes upon adsorption to the surface (see Figure 3f ,g). The resultant effect can be clearly seen also in the simulated AFM image and vertical slice through the force map (Figure 5d ). In this way, we confirm a different chemical nature of the center benzene, which may relate to the high reactivity. We found that the magnitude of the most attractive force at the center benzene is about 30 % greater than the others, which cannot be explained only by the local modulation of van der Waals interaction between tip and molecule (estimated about 20 % from simulations). Since we have established that the rings are effectively at the same height, this reflects a difference in the measured electrostatic and/or chemical interaction. This is present even for an isolated oligomer system (see Figure S7) , with minor changes caused by the charge transfer processes upon adsorption to the surface (see Figure 3f ,g).
The resultant effect can be clearly seen also in the simulated AFM image and vertical slice through the force map (Figure 5d ). In this way, we confirm a different chemical nature of the center benzene, which may relate to the high reactivity.
CONCLUSION
In summary, we reported one-shot homo-coupling with trimethylsilyl groups on Cu (111) by Glaser type on-surface reaction. Anthracene oligomers with diacetylene linkers were synthesized by annealing at 400 K, we deduce that the mechanism involves a Cu atom catalyzing desilylation, and subsequently a hydrogen atom from the substrate or vacuum terminates the dissociated trimethylsilyl radical. As the trimethylsilane is quite volatile, fully hydrogenated silyl group was desorbed from the surface at the annealing temperature, which means that the side-product is completely removed. This contamination free onsurface reaction can be used to construct nano-carbon materials on the surface. Furthermore, the synthesized anthracene oligomer was used to investigate the reactivity of anthracene units via force mapping. We found that the center six-membered ring has 30 % greater attractive force, implying higher reactivity in, for instance Diels-Alder reactions and [4+4] cycloadditions preferentially caused at the center. 
